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Dear partner in the Gospel.
It is with great excitement that we greet you. Why, you might ask? Well, by the grace of God, Carol and I have completed our 2 years of
language and culture. We could not have come to this point if it were not for your prayers, and words of encouragement. Thank you very
much. At our field conference we were officially accepted and recognized as full-status worker. Hands were laid on us by all the team
members. Members were also given opportunities to encourage us by means of Scripture and testimonies.
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Now that our 2 years of language and culture is completed, you might ask, what now? Firstly,
language learning will be ongoing, though be it once a week with a private tutor. Secondly, we have
visted 2 areas outside of Tirana for possible future ministry. We will be visiting a third area soon.
The areas visited poses tremendous Socio Economic challenges, and is also a largely “Roma/Gypsy”
communities. The third area on the cards to visit is a dominant muslim community, and
densely populated with young people and University students. See pictures below of some these areas.

Once there is a sense of God’s leading to any of these areas, a research will be conducted by Stewart and Carol and with
one or two other team members. The current socio economic challenges in these communities could require an holistic ministry
approach as a starting point that could grow into a church plant. For this to materialize we sincerely cover your prayers and
continues partnership.

We were greatly blessed and encouraged by the visit of Pastor Brian and Carol Felix. There presence were a source of
inspiration. We thank family, friends, and love ones for the lovely goodies you send with Brian and Carol. A special word of
thanks also to those who send a finacial gift with them, we appreciate this very much. God bless you.
Whilst we engage in visiting the various communities with the end result doing a research on one of them. We currently
involved in doing ministry that will further enhance more experience in working with local Albanians.

Please see the following page for our current minsitry involvement.

Our Current Ministry Involvement:
We are currently serving with the Baptist church, under the leadership of Pastor Alfred (Fredie) Golloshi . Our involvement
with this church has greatly helped us to enhance our language learning, as well as giving us a broader perspective of the
Albanian culture, and how church life operates in general. During this time we were also exposed to quite a number of “Roma”
families, of which some come to church, though be it from time to time
Assisting the local church:
Our assistance will be the following:
a. Help in growing the local church through;
Preaching once a month


Bible study groups – discipling people



Outreach work – establishing contacts with locals.

b. Assisting the pastor in structuring the local church through;


Applying Biblical principles

We do not, at this time, see our assistance in the church as a fix arrangement, but rather as a season and for on the job
training experience in working with the local Albanian church people.

Teaching at the Bible College:
I am teaching at the AOG Bible College. I committed myself to one semester for now. We see this as an opportune time to
further equip young Albanian leaders for the work of the ministry among their own people.
Thank you for your partnership with us.
Every blessing to you.
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